ABSTRACT. Inverse problems for nonlinear transport or one-way wave equation are considered. Analytic solutions to the inverse problems are given and it is shown, for some signalling problems, that the inverse problem of determination of a wavespeed functional is well-posed, and that the wavespeed can be uniquely determined. However, it is shown that· the inverse problems of reconstruction of a source functional are ill-posed, although the source is still uniquely determined.
INTRODUCTION
Inverse problems for a linear one-way wave equation have recently been considered by [10] . In references [2] and [1] , inverse problems associated with wave propagation problems involving parameters that have both spatial and temporal variation were examined. One of the motives for examination of these problems, was to develop techniques which would be useful in inverse problems associated with nonlinear wave equations, via quasi-linearisation methods.
The problems considered in this paper are to illustrate the type of behaviour that can be expected with inverse problems connected with nonlinear wave equations, and to show such problems can be effectively solved. We note here that an inverse problem for the eiconal equation from geometric optics, also a nonlinear first order hyperbolic equation, has previously been considered by Connolly [6] .
A novel feature of the presentation within this paper is that analytic solutions are provided for the majority of the inverse problems presented.
We consider inverse signaling problems for the quasi-linear one-way wave equation in § 2. A solution for the inverse problem of functional wavespeed reconstruction is given that is well-posed. It also is shown that the solution to this inverse problem is unique. Solutions of some inverse source problems, for a semi-linear one-way wave equation are presented in § 3. These problems are shown to be ill-posed.
QUASI-LINEAR TRANSMISSION PROBLEM
Consider the source free, quasi-linear one-way wave equation ( 
2.1)
Ut + c( u )ux = 0, 0 < X < .e, t > 0, Date: 7 August 1996. Here, we assume the parameter c, is the wavespeed and is purely a function of the dependent variable. For convenience in the sequel we define the wave slowness
At the bou~dary end point x = £, it is assumed that the field satisfies the appropriate consistency requirement, for the values propagated along the characteristics that cross this boundary line. An implicit solution to equation (2.1) can be found to be 
For weak solutions to (2.1) these restrictions can be weakened, however we will require further regularity conditions on these functions when solving inverse problems. The regularity requirements used in the theoretical sections of this paper can be relaxed but as our purpose is not to provide the strongest possible results, but only to describe our methods, we use the most straight-forward regularity conditions.
For the formulation to make sense for an inverse problem, u must be well defined and shocks must be avoided. When the problem is a pure initial-value one, John [8] , page 16 has appropriate conditions on h for c(u) = u, and on page 18 for c(u). vVe extend that result for the problem (2.1). 
where the prime on c denotes its derivative with respect to its argument, and the 7 values distinguish the two traces, with 7 lying within the interval [rr, 7 2 ] . It is seen that a shock cannot occur for t > 0 if c o f is increasing.
Consideration of the characteristic traces emanating from the line x = 0, and using a similar argument, shows that c; o h must be increasing.
To solve the inverse problem it will be necessary for f and h to have inverses. It follows that f and h must be strictly monotone which explains the slightly stronger than necessary conditions we have put on these functions.
Unless the consistency condition f(O) = h(O) is met, a discontinuity and/or a fan will propagate from the point (0, 0).
~
The proposition now follows on noting that the wavespeed is the same function for both sets of characteristic traces. Q
It follows that if f is compactly supported that shocks will occur; however these will not occur for x < f, and so will not concern us. The conditions may be relaxed to allow either h = 0, or f = 0, for the inverse problem without difficulties. For realistic physical models it is also assumed that c =/= 0, and henceforth we assume c > 0. 
which can easily be found from (2.2). If we define define the map, from the wavespeed c to the measurement 71, by the operator 1', and assume that the measurement function and the wavespeed function required to be reconstructed are in appropriate function spaces represented by J and I:, respectively, then 1' : J --t L:. What is then required for the resolution of the inverse problem is an inverse operator map 1'-1 . This can readily be found analytically as
This solution may also be written as
To use this form of solution it is required that u is strictly monotone; that this is the case follows from the next lemma. Prior to this let us define for future reference the time
, which is the time at which the characteristic from the point (0, 0) in the (x, i)-plane intersects the line x = £.
Note that this operator 1!.' is an implicitly defined map in the equation (2.3). For an extension of these ideas to problems where the inverse map cannot be defined analytically see [7] . Proof. Upon differentiation of (2.3) with respect to t it follows
u(t))!'(e-c(u(t))t) h' (t-,(u(t))e)
. f/ ( )
tH,'(u(t))h'(t-,(u(t))e)'
t > c ~0 ' and iff' > 0, h' < 0 with c' :2: 0 it follows u(t) is strictly decreasing. Similarly iff' < 0, h' > 0 with c' ::; 0 it follows u(t) is strictly increasing.
D
From the solution (2.5) it is readily seen that f and h must be homeomorphisms and this follows from the earlier assumptions on these functions. It is also seen that the measurement function must also be homeomorphic, that this is the case follows from the open mapping theorem.
Corollary 2.3. The function u is a homeomorphism 1 with the assumptions of Lemma 2.2.
From the result (2.4), together with Lemma 2.2 it is seen that knowledge and control of f or h enable reconstruction of the functional c to be made. Each of these functions reconstructs a part of c, and this can be more easily seen by consideration of the two simpler inverse problems:
• When f is known, and h = 0, it is possible to reconstruct c( ~) for the two cases as • When h is known, and f = 0, it is possible to reconstruct c( ~) for the two cases as considered in the assumptions A and B from In the aforementioned cases t 2 is the maximum time for which u has been measured.
If neither for hare the zero function, and f(O) = h(O), the first case in formula (2.4) is used until it is found that t = £/c(eo), then the second case in formula (2.4) is next utilised.
The case f(O) =f. h(O) can also be handled if it is known that both f and h are regular.
This is because then the jump in u will determine t 1 . The wavespeed c will then be defined
; otherwise c will be undefined over a region.
It is seen that with the assumptions made, the solution of the inverse problem is unique and that the solution depends continuously upon the measured data u, provided this data is continuous and is monotone. ' An important part of this result is that the inverse problem as posed here is wellconditioned. Although with real measurement data it is necessary to ensure existence of the inverse function of u, this can be done by employing a monotone smoothing .approximatio'n to the sampled measured time function. Another aspect of the result is that wavespeed reconstruction is possible with purely transmission data, here particular reference is made to the reconstruction with knowledge of h. This contrasts sharply with the linear oneway wave equation, when it is desired to reconstruct c(x, t) from transmission data from h (see [10] ). In the later case all that can be determined is the travel time through the medium. However it must be remarked although superficially similar, it is quite a different problem to the reconstruction of the wavespeed functional discussed here; as here c is only dependent on x and t through the dependent variable u.
2.2.
Inverse Problem with measured boundary flux data. An interesting adaptation of the problem would be to measure flux data at x = 0, instead of the field at x = £. This follows the overspecified initial-boundary value technique used by [4] for a nonlinear wave problem, and [3] for a nonlinear diffusion equation; see also [5] 
)) = -ux(x, t)/ut(x, t).

By then considering the limit of this equation as x -t 0 it follows c(h(t)) = limc(u(x, t))= -g(t)/h'(t).
x->0
T. JOHN CONNOLLY AND DAVID J.N. WALL
If his strictly monotonic, then by writing~= h(t) it follows
Although this provides an elegant solution to the inverse problem, it is not such a practical solution as that of § 2.1 due to, firstly the difficulty of measuring the boundary flux, and secondly, the resultant ill-conditioning of the problem. This ill-conditioning is because measurement of the flux at x = 0 will be a differentiation operation.
SEMI-LINEAR SOURCE PROBLEM
Now consider the semi-linear one-way wave equation, with a source termS Here we assume the parameter c, is only a function of the spatial variable z. It is t'o be noted that the source term maybe considered as a reaction term which is a nonlinear function of u. For this problem the characteristic traces can easily be straightened, via a transformation of the form (3.2)
This transformation converts (3.1) into the form (3.3) 
T(u(x, t))-T(f(x-t)) = t, T(u(x, t))-T(h(t-x))
It can be easily verified that (3. 
{ T(u(t))-T(f(L-t)) = t, T(u(t))-T(h(
If we define this map by the operator 1r, and assume that the measurement function u and the source function required to be reconstructed are in appropriate function spaces represented by J and 2::, respectively, then 1r : J --+ 2::. What is required for the resolution of the inverse problem is an inverse operator map 'Ir-1 . Equations (3.6) are functional equations the solution of which defines 'Ir-1 and yields S. An explicit form of the map 1r can be found from (3.6) by use of the inverse of the functional T. The inverse will exist as Tis monotone, because T'("l) = 1/ S("l) with either S > 0 or S < 0. By applying r-1 to (3.6) it is found
This shows the continuous dependence of the measurement function on the data f and h.
3.2.
Reconstruction of the source functional with only an applied boundary condition. As will be seen later, the initial function f is not necessary for the reconstruction; so we first consider the problem where it is assumed that f = 0. The operator 1r is then implicitly defined by
and with the assumption that h is continuously differentiable an explicit formula maybe found for S(~). By differentiation of the formulae in (3.7) with respect tot, and after some manipulation, the source functional may be written as
where use has been made of the fact that T'(~) 1/S(~). Now with the assumption that the boundary value function h is strictly monotone and continuous, we may define
It will be shown in Corollary 3.2 that the monotonicity assumption on h, and suitable conditions on S, ensures that u is a homeomorphism; hence :u-1 exists. Now (3.8) may be rewritten as
We see that the resolution of this inverse problem is ill-posed, and this follows as it requires a differentiation operation on the measurement function. However if u is mollified (see [10] and [9] ), it will follow that the resultant regularised problem depends continuously on the measurement data and so is well-posed. Proof. First consider the case that 0 < t < L, then the first formula in (3.8) shows if S > 0 we have u' > 0, and if S < 0 then u' < 0, the result follows immediately. For t > L the second formula in (3.8) can be manipulated into the form 
u'(t) = S(u(t))h'(t-L)/S(h(t-L)).
From this equation if
we may continue to reconstruct S(e) in a similar manner. It is seen that Scan therefore be completely reconstructed from the inverse map equations (3.9). 
By differentiation of the formulae in (3.10) with respect tot, and after some manipulation, the source functional may be written as (3.11) 
S(h(t)) =lim S(u(z, t)) = h'(t) + g(t)c(O).
x-+0
If his strictly monotonic, then writing~= h(t) enables this equation to be represented as Although this again provides an elegant solution to the inverse problem, it is not so practical as the solution of § 2.1 due to the difficulty of measuring the boundary flux, and also, the resultant ill-conditioning of the problem.
SUMMARY
Explicit functional solutions have been found for several inverse problems associated with nonlinear one-way wave equations. For the functional wavespeed reconstruction problem the solution is well-posed. This is not the case when the inverse problem is one of functional reconstruction of the source term. These problems as considered, are simple, but they are special cases of more complex problems, whose solutions will have similar characteristics to those presented here.
The two theorems presented in this paper giving global uniqueness results for our reconstruction methods are of interest, this is because for many inverse problems only a local uniqueness result is available.
The results presented in this paper illustrate the viability of the application of current methods, of solution for inverse problems, associated with linear time-dependent problems to those associated with nonlinear time-dependent problems. Of course for more complex nonlinear equations than those considered here: one cannot expect to find analytic solutions to a particular inverse problem. Then recursion and linearisation techniques must be employed, we shall consider such problems in a later paper.
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